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Abstract: In the field of digital cultural heritage (DCH), 2D/3D digitization strategies are becoming
more and more complex. The emerging trend of multimodal imaging (i.e., data acquisition campaigns
aiming to put in cooperation multi-sensor, multi-scale, multi-band and/or multi-epochs concurrently)
implies several challenges in term of data provenance, data fusion and data analysis. Making the
assumption that the current usability of multi-source 3D models could be more meaningful than
millions of aggregated points, this work explores a “reduce to understand” approach to increase
the interpretative value of multimodal point clouds. Starting from several years of accumulated
digitizations on a single use-case, we define a method based on density estimation to compute a
Multimodal Enhancement Fusion Index (MEFI) revealing the intricate modality layers behind the
3D coordinates. Seamlessly stored into point cloud attributes, MEFI is able to be expressed as a
heat-map if the underlying data are rather isolated and sparse or redundant and dense. Beyond the
colour-coded quantitative features, a semantic layer is added to provide qualitative information from
the data sources. Based on a versatile descriptive metadata schema (MEMoS), the 3D model resulting
from the data fusion could therefore be semantically enriched by incorporating all the information
concerning its digitization history. A customized 3D viewer is presented to explore this enhanced
multimodal representation as a starting point for further 3D-based investigations.

Keywords: digital heritage; photogrammetry; lasergrammetry; multimodal imaging; point cloud
analysis; data fusion; metadata

1. Introduction

In the field of cultural heritage studies, digitally born or derived resources are used
nowadays to document, analyse and share valuable information gathered on tangible
artefacts. For the past two decades, 2D and 3D-imaging techniques have been evolving
to unveil the upcoming challenges and potential of digital replicas applied to cultural
assets. However, we can consider that the digitization process in itself (optimization and
scalability aside) is no longer a scientific issue, as we can literally scan almost any object
with smart devices that fit into our pocket. During this period and even more so now
that digitization is accessible and affordable, a massive but sparse digital data catalogue
is being collected and growing. One can foresee from this ongoing massive digitization
phase, the need for centralized shared deposits communicating between data lakes and
warehouses. This leads us to the first issue of exponentiality as the data are multiplying
in number, size and mass, excluding the wealth of uninterpreted data. More recently,
the DCH field has seen a shift towards multimodal approaches, aiming to explore the
cooperation of the data collected with different modalities (i.e., time, scale, dimension,
etc.). Multimodal datasets encompass the diversity and complexity of the data accumu-
lated from several experts using different sensors at different times in variable contexts.
Indeed, this type of multi-source documentation represents the large majority of the works
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presented by the scientific community nowadays. This leads us to the second issue of
intricacy, as it becomes more complex to access and extract meaningful information out of
the latent and cross-relations between numerous datasets. It is also raising challenges down-
and upstream of data fusion (discussed in Section 2), as it implies that data lineage pro-
cesses must be improved from context-dependent practices. Based on these observations,
one expects the expansion of an overgrowing mass of unstructured and unexploited data
for which scientific communities, including CH-related ones, are currently exploring and
mining with (supervised or unsupervised) machine learning approaches. In the DCH field,
the work on semantics has taken on a new dimension in recent years, extracting with classi-
fication and segmentation methods with semantic features hidden within multi-layered
data attributes [1], either improving its linkage with web-semantic aspects by means of
FAIR principles [2], or oriented towards ontologically driven reasoning or computing [3].
These leads are relevant and interesting for CH studies; however, this paper does not deal
directly with this.

Instead, we introduce a method one step prior (i.e., before the potential semantic ex-
traction/exploration), following the belief that the multimodal datasets contain meaningful
information that could possibly guide semantically driven approaches. This idea emerged
while trying to exploit a substantial data collection made from digital surveys on a single
heritage object. Like many other heritage sites or objects across the world, a multidisci-
plinary scientific team worked on a small chapel from the 15th century, having known
recurrent data acquisition campaigns for the past few years. Facing the inability to record,
understand and efficiently link our gathered data, we have begun this work improving
the analysis of our multimodal dataset using a computational method. The core problem
emerged from the evidence that, after the registration and data merging, amounted to
nothing more than hundreds of millions of unstructured geometric coordinates belonging
to attributes stacked into a 3D space. The informative and interpretative values of such a
massive and complex 3D dataset is in this primal state, close to zero. Furthermore, even
a powerful workstation would deliver a poor experience in terms of visualization and
interaction with the model. The hypothesis motivating this work was that the accumulation
of data and more importantly its deviation, carried important information about how the
model was completed and what it is composed of. To this end, we envisioned to create an
indicative heat-map to reveal where the model has more information and where it is lacking.
The idea was to generate a fusion index, to range and enhance the underlying information
stored into multi-source 3D reconstruction. In this way, the metric computed acts like a
data fusion “indicatrix”, understood as a quantitative index reflecting an overlapping score
from spatial and geometric features.

This paper presents our ongoing attempt to define a multimodal enhancement fusion
index (MEFI) dedicated to CH-oriented 3D reconstruction. MEFI is a “reduce to understand”
data processing strategy aiming to reveal low-level semantic features enhanced with
metadata to improve data traceability from multi-source reconstruction. In Provençal
speaking, mèfi (derived from se mefisa, se mesfisa) is a very frequently used interjection,
corresponding to the French méfiance. It replaces the imperative “Beware!”. This was
used in our case to focus on over- and under-documented areas in the digitized model.
Additionally, it could serve as a method to guide the understanding and interpretation of
complex and heterogeneous datasets. As MEFI is correlated with data fusion issues, some
outcomes are discussed towards innovative computational or InfoViz methods contributing
to multimodal fusion strategies in CH application. This section has introduced MEFI into a
more generic scientific reasoning and motivation. A state-of-the-art method is proposed
in Section 2, in which discussion and value of the method are articulated among related
works. In Section 3, the Notre-Dame des-Fontaînes data collection is presented as a use case
in the context of the study. The complete methodology is detailed in Section 4, where step-
by-step explanations and the MEFI pseudocode of is provided. The results are presented
and discussed in Section 5, while the development of a custom viewer is detailed in
Section 5.1. The limits and perspectives of the work are given in Section 5.2. Conclusions
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and discussions of MEFI’s scientific value and possible contributions to CH-oriented studies
are given in Section 6.

2. State-of-the-Art

In a recent work [4] based on former research [5], an extensive and comprehensive
definition of multimodality in the field of DCH was proposed. In this research, multimodal-
ity is understood as several modalities cooperating to improve for the significance of a
digital-based reconstruction for different purposes. The following section aims to clarify
and delimit the core ins and outs of our study, namely, the data fusion in the 3D multimodal
reconstruction framework for cultural heritage applications.

From early CH-oriented works made in 2010 [6], we know that the expected im-
provement of a data fusion process is generally motivated to (i) exploit the strengths of a
technique, (ii) compensate for its individual weakness, (iii) derive multiple levels of detail
(LOD), and (iv) improve consistency for its predefine purpose (modelling, analysis, diagno-
sis, etc.). Therefore, a dataset is considered as multimodal if its source data are composed
of various sensors, scales, spectra, collected at different times, or by numerous experts
and with the resultant combination being greater (from an informative point of view) than
the sum of its elements. Prosaically speaking, data fusion ideally follows the leitmotif
1+1=3. Accordingly, several works from CH literature discuss the combination of imaging
techniques, either in their spectral [7], scalar [8] or temporal [9] aspects, and extent syn-
chronic [5] or diachronic [10] approaches. The novel works show a trend that the majority
of ongoing practices and projects are integrating or moving towards multimodal imaging,
outlining a critical direction for future research. Nevertheless, as reported in [11,12], current
multimodal scenarios are often restricted to dual cross-modalities, and most of the time
a technique is subordinated to the other. In many works, if not all, photogrammetry has
been used as a bridging technique [5,7,12–15]. In this work, we tried to extend the capacity
to manage cooperating modalities, intentionally variable in number and type. In this end,
the dataset used mixes no less than 28 sources obtained with five main imaging techniques
(see Section 3). That being said, combining this many sources was challenging, particularly
in terms of data fusion issues.

As reported by a few works addressing data fusion in the CH field [16,17], difficulties
lie in the fact that the merging of data can interfere at almost any step of the workflow
with different dimension-based approaches; 2D–2D, 2D–3D or 3D–3D (the last one being
the most used). Generally, among many methods [18], data registration is achieved by
best-fit approaches derived from iterative closest point (ICP) algorithms for purely 3D data
else with mutual information [19] when dealing with 2D/3D approaches. The classifica-
tion proposed and derived from [20] also includes data-based levels (point-, feature-, or
surface-based registration methods) and purpose-based levels (from raw data to semanti-
cally driven approaches). In other words, the authors express the strong requirement to
know the specific characteristics of each modality in order for the fusion to make sense.
Other interesting insights for data fusion can be taken from the more abundant engineering
literature [21–23]. In this field, it is well known that data fusion models are developed for
ad hoc applications with highly variable performances. Therefore, an evaluation step is
required, influenced by two factors. Upstream, by the degree of confidence (DoC) related
to the intrinsic quality or uncertainty of the inputs, on which a scoring or rating system
is applied. Interestingly, even from a quick literature review, one can make a list of phe-
nomena that degrade data fusion, many of which are highly representative of CH-oriented
multimodal datasets (lack of ground truth, imperfection, outliers, heterogeneity, conflictual
data, dimensionality, registration error, redundancy, operational time, or processing frame-
work). Downstream, by the disposal of measure of performance (MoP) tools to evaluate
the supposed superiority of the output, as depicted in Figure 1. Similar to [11], it is noticed
that performing data fusion is usually restricted to rigid and formatted data. Unfortunately,
this is far from the reality concerning CH applications, where methods and tools are as
rich and heterogeneous as the heritage objects. This may explain the gap between the CH
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domain and its related fields (e.g., remote sensing, medical imaging, etc.) when it comes to
multimodal data fusion.

Another challenge was identified by [24] concerning the complexity of performing
the fusion of hard and soft data [25]. Transposed to our domain, hard data would be
quantitative sensing data (in multiple forms, pixels, point clouds, geometrics attributes and
features), while soft data would be other semantically loaded resources qualifying each
source (also in multiple forms, metadata/paradata, annotations, linked-data, etc.). This
specific point motivated the connection between MEMoS (see Figures in the Section 3) and
MEFI, because the correlation of soft and hard data seems to have more potential than a
simple overlapping score between point clouds.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram representing data fusion.

In spite of everything, comparison and cross-analysis tools for point clouds are still
required for our study. Current 3D data analysis methods solely propose pair-wise compar-
isons based on point-sets and/or meshes and is mostly dedicated to change detection [26].
It is important to notice that the solution exposed below, if based on these methods, would
require successive pairwise computations, increasing the computational cost and complex-
ity. Indeed, Cloud-to-cloud distance (C2C) or cloud-to-mesh distance (C2M) are commonly
used methods, both accessible with the CloudCompare library. It is possible to go beyond
this simple but yet effective C2C computation with the multi-scale model-to-model cloud
comparison (M3C2) that improves the multi-resolution abilities and is available as a plug-in
for CloudCompare [27]. Both methods are influenced by the initial understanding of the
components (overlapping, intrinsic quality, spatial extension, and precision map) with a
direct analogy to the DoC. Some innovative works related to data fusion [28–30] integrate
multiple features [31–33] to increase the possible data integration performance. Few ex-
amples of effective and efficient cross-source 3D data fusion have been given [34,35] to
emphasize the difference between these works and the method proposed. Unlike these
references, we do not aim to compete on qualitative improvement in terms of accuracy
and/or completeness because our goal is to increase the quality of the informative value
and interpretative potential from multi-source point clouds. In this context, so-called inte-
grated approaches are mainly oriented towards the definition of a supervision tool powered
by advanced data visualization frameworks. The solutions developed here vary in terms
of the type of data (2D to 3D to 4D to nD), the context, and the purpose of the application
(CH documentation, archaeology, structural health monitoring for built heritages). Several
works could help in distinguishing reality-based modelling and other realms of modeling.
A first kind of approach is related to parametric-based modelling (BIM/H-BIM) in which
the semantic is embedded and constrained to the attributes and relations supported in
the IFC classes [36]. At the territory scale, data specialization is tackled by GIS and its
web-implementation, enabling the linking of 3D assets to its documentation, possibly with
linked open data [37] or a 4D framework [38]. At the object or monument scale, we can as-
similate recent multi-layer [39] or multi-dimensional [40] viewers to geometric information
systems. The main limitation of each tool, including methods relying on 3D reality-based
point clouds, is the lack of data transfer [41]. Currently, more and more CH-oriented
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systems are being proposed by the community [42–44] for whose MEFI aim to provide a
new way to handle multi-source 3D assets.

Nevertheless, it should be noted that due to simplification of the current stage of
development, the proposed method is limited in terms of imaging techniques and data
types; however, field is open to discussion of other heritage science techniques. Indeed, as
discussed in [11], the multimodal issue in CH data fusion is as complex and challenging
as “the collection of metric, scanning, spectral, chemical, geophysical, constructional and
climatic data” apprehended as a closed loop (see Figure 2).

Figure 2. Schematic diagram representing a CH-oriented data fusion operative chain.

3. Context of the Study

As presented and discussed in the section above, multimodal data fusion in CH is an
open issue, especially because of the non-linear and non-deterministic ways to document
and digitize heritage artefacts. By extrapolating, we could say that the procedural scheme to
generate digital cultural heritage assets is as unique as the history of the physical object itself.
With this work, we attempt to “upgrade” our understanding of digital production, hoping
it will help us to understand the physical object behind it. To this end, an experiment
was made on a genuine DCH object with all its defects and imperfections. The asset
type was chosen at the architectural scale because the main complexity remains in the
multi-scalar aspect (from metre to infra-millimetre spatial observations). In input, we take
scattered point clouds of the same chapel (see Figure 3) and our goal is to enhance their
understanding through a single representation resulting from these data and answering
some of the following questions; What was the area surveyed, who applied which modality
and how, when and possibly why was it performed?

Notre-Dame des Fontaînes Chapel

In order to evaluate the MEFI in a real scenario, we composed a use case of very
sparse and heterogeneous 3D data, as this is probably the case for most CH objects and DH
research contexts. The data collection included several overlapping multimodal layers as
listed below:
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• Time: Several data acquisition campaigns (six) were conducted in various research
projects (four) between 2015 and 2021. In addition, archival resources (mostly pho-
tographs) beginning in 1950 exist and more missions are planned in the close future.

• Scale: Different strategies and devices were applied indoor/outdoor, using terres-
trial and aerial approaches with high variability in terms of spatial resolution (be-
tween 85 points and 0.1 point for 1 cm).

• Sensor: Range- and image-based sensing were utilized. In total, 14 sensors models corre-
sponding to four sensor types (photographic, phase-shift, telemetric and thermal imaging
sensor) were used with no less than 10 imaging techniques. In addition, work it planned
concerning data-integration regarding spectroscopic (LIBS, XRF) acoustic measurements
(ultrasound, SRIR) and climatic sensors (temperature, hydrometry).

• Spectral: Some imaging techniques were collected at different spectral band ranges
(visible, near-infrared and ultraviolet). In this study, only multi-spectral photographic-
based techniques were integrated; however, multi-spectral RTI and hyperspectral
imaging has been performed.

• Actors: These data were captured by several researchers (seven) from different teams
and expertise fields with differing experience levels and methods.

Together, the work represents over 250 millions points distributed across 28 point clouds.
The complexity of the collected data is complicated to apprehend; thus, we created graphical
representations from our metadata framework called MEMoS [4] to help understand the
sources (see Figures 4 and 5). Briefly, MEMoS is a versatile metadata schema aiming to
reinforce the data provenance of CH-oriented multimodal imaging. It is based the W7
ontological cross-domain model [45] introduced by Ram and Lui in the late 2000s [46]. For
each point cloud, an MEMoS file is affiliated in the JSON format filled with descriptive
metadata structured into seven sections, namely; WHO, WHEN, WHERE, WHAT, HOW,
WHICH, and WHY. Mapping this metadata template with CIDOC-CRM was conducted to
further explore the web-semantic aspects, of which guidance is given in the reference above.

(a) Complete dataset outdoor and indoor (b) Indoor only

(c) Indoor point set with bounding boxes (d) Indoor bounding boxes only

Figure 3. Overview of the NDF 3D data collection.
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Figure 4. MEMoS-based graphical representation revealing the correlation between the projects,
dates, actors, techniques and areas surveyed.

Figure 5. Graphical representation of the MEMoS-based data fusion synthesizing the digitization
activities held at Notre-Dame des Fontaînes since 2014.
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4. Methodology

For this research, we make the assumption that CH-oriented multimodal practices can be
represented by the schematic overview in Figure 2, where a physical object is instantiated by a
virtual object by combining the digitization activities. In our scenario, data fusion is a crucial
step to enhance the virtual object by improving its interpretative representative value. Our goal
is to define a data fusion model augmented with descriptive metadata dedicated to decision-
making [20]. Following this objective the model could be used and reused to guide future
data acquisition campaigns. MEFI can be employed on CH assets, surveyed and monitored by
multiple 3D scanning campaigns, at site or monument scales. It is rare that movable heritages
are scanned more than once. One could think that it could be used in archaeological contexts
but not in excavation, as this destructive process implies the lost of redundant data on which
the core of the MEFI is based. For the same reason, MEFI hasn’t been tested on highly damaged
sites, but this interesting lead should be investigated further in future works.

Some methodological choices have been made to align the requirements of the method
with the issues exposed in the previous sections. The exponentiality issue has motivated
the definition of a new method instead of relying on pair-wise limited metrics (e.g., C2C,
and M3C2) while preserving the ability to handle large datasets (i.e., Octree resampling,
etc.) [13,47]. The intricacy issue defined the prerequisite for the method to simultane-
ously manage several multimodal layers (i.e., epoch, resolution, scale and/or spectral
dimensions). On the other hand, we focused on 3D-oriented examination to simplify
the formalization and development of the method, but also limit, at the current stage,
the scope of the techniques supported. The data were processed by conventional but
variable lasergrammetric and photogrammetric methods and software programs, not de-
tailed in this paper (this information can be retrieved in Figure 5 under the following path
WHICH > Protocol > ProcessingSoftware). At the moment, even if the importance of the
data quality DoC is known and has been discussed, the metrics integrated into some point
clouds (e.g., point confidence attributes) are ignored during the fusion step. That being said,
the only requirement is to have overlapping 3D point clouds that have been previously
co-registered (See Figure 6). It is also important to clean the point clouds to avoid noise
and outliers. The registration could be made using conventional 2D to 3D (feature- or
marker-based) and/or 3D methods (e.g., ICPs), both used in the use case presented. Of
course, the registration uncertainty must be compatible with the target analysis level, in
our case the RMS was estimated to be below 1 cm error for all the point sets (while the
analysis level is set to 4 cm). As shown in the overview of the 3D dataset (see Figure 3), not
all the data are spatially connected and interlinked; hence, the interest of the overlapping
and co-registration mapping proposed in Figure 6a,b. The methodology developed to build
the multimodal fusion index is composed of the following main components:

(a) Overlapping diagram (b) Co-registration diagram

Figure 6. Data-driven representation revealing the spatial correlation between the point cloud sources.
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• Semantisation: The semantic labelling of each point cloud source is obtained before-
hand thanks to the extensive MEMoS-based description. For a given naming value,
matching is made between the name of the point cloud and the appellation attribute
stored in the WHAT section. During the fusion step, the original cloud index is
stored in the scalar field serving on the viewer side to retrieve and display a complete
description of the source modality.

• Density estimation: The density is first estimated for each source with a variable local
neighbouring radius (LNR). This helps to track of the local density that may vary
according to the resolution of the point cloud source. The densities are unified using
the LNR as a scaling factor to obtain a comparable approximation with regard to the
multi-resolution of sources. A third and last density computation is made after the
fusion, allowing to count the number of overlapping modalities for a given cell-size of
the Octree.

• Octree computation and sampling: The multi-dimensional aspect of the sources
(i.e., the scale and resolution) imply the need to unify the scale-space of the 3D datasets.
The Octree is used as an underlying spatial grid, enabling multiple in-depth levels of
detail. The sampling, based on a given Octree level, helps to discretize the point clouds
to a comparable resolution while preserving the spatial coherence (e.g., Octree grid).

• Features scaling and fusion: Managing the variable dimensionality of the sources
(i.e., spatial extensions, scales and resolutions) causes many issues on the computa-
tional side. At different steps of the algorithm, a feature scaling (using a min–max
normalization method) is required to reach a comparative multi-source purpose. Fea-
ture aggregation is made from basic arithmetic functions, with a final formula obtained
by an empirical trial-and-error process. This direction obtains a fusion index that
preserve the local and absolute density variations, integrating the spatial overlapping
of the modalities.

• Visual enhancement: As the densities were highly variable, the distribution of the fea-
ture values could lead to some visualization issues. As MEFI is an indicative attribute,
some transformations could be made on the scalar field to improve their interpretative
value (e.g., histogram equalization). This explains the bilateral smoothing applied in
the last step to improve the distribution of values and decrease the impact of outliers
and noise on the gradient. Once MEFI is computed, a colour map is created and fitted
to the histogram. In the end a custom rainbow-based colour map is generated, but
many others (diverging, wave, etc.) could be used and adapted to better reveal the
MEFI features.

We chose to base the computation on the CloudCompare software [48] as it is an
efficient, user-friendly and widely used tool in the CH community. At the current stage
of development, the process was made directly through the GUI, even though some steps
are accessible with CLI. The automatization and generalization of the method, planned
for future works (see Section 5.2) and would be simplified by Python wrappers for Cloud-
Compare (CloudCompy and the CloudCompare Python Plugin). The computational part
is explained hereafter and detailed in pseudocode (see Algorithm A1 in Appendix A).

Given a list of raw co-registered point clouds, the method returns a single point cloud
subsampled according to a definite observation scale. The resulting point cloud is enriched
with a scalar field called a Multimodal Enhancement Fusion Index (MEFI) derived from a
single geometric features (density). The index is expressed for each point within a range
between 0 and 255, associated with a histogram-fitted colour map [49,50]. It is used to
indicate if for a given 3D coordinate the fusion of multiple point-sets are rather sparse and
isolated or dense and redundant. Unlike pair-wise methods (C2C and M3C2), MEFI can
handle a list of point clouds with cumulative and comparative perspectives. MEFI has the
ability to manage highly variable and heterogeneous sources, especially in terms of scale
and resolution. This scalability issue has been tackled by the Octree data structure. In this
way, according to a predefine minimal observation scale (i.e., the finest subdivision of the
Octree), the whole computation can be swiftly interpolated for others down-scaling levels
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(see Figure 7). However, because we intend to deal with variable sources, preliminary tests
faced the issue of outliers (either because point clouds were too sparse or too dense). The
steps to compute the MEFI are three-fold and detailed hereafter as: defining variables,
preparing data, and index computation.

(a) Max–5 mm (b) 20–1 cm (c) 19–2 cm (d) 18–4 cm (e) 17–8 cm (f) 16–0.16 m

(g) Max–5 mm (h) 20–1 cm (i) 19–2 cm (j) 18–4 cm (k) 17–8 cm (l) 16–0.16 m

Figure 7. MEFI interpolation for different Octree levels and the corresponding cell size. (a–f) View
from the south-west, (g–l) and from the north-east.

For this reason we introduced, in step one, the notion of the observation scale to
limit the impact of outliers. The aim of the observation scale is to define a metric range
on which the index can be computed. It is derived from two intricate parameters, the
minimal observation scale (mOS) sets the limit over which a higher density will be ignored
and the final observation scale (fOS) which defines the scale unit for the computation.
These values should be modulated according to the scale of the object itself and the spatial
resolution of the digitization. The relation between mOS and fOS underlies the Octree
subdivision level. In CloudCompare, the Octree has a maximum depth of 21, and is allowed
to force the computation for a target cell size at the maximum level. At each level, the cell
size is multiplied by two. Hence, for an mOS set to 0.005 (e.g., 5 mm) and equal to the
minimum cell size, the respective sublevels are 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.8, 0.16 and so on. In this
study, the level 18 equivalent to a 4 cm cell size has been defined as a suitable unit for the
fOS. As mentioned in the software documentation, Octree is particularly suited for spatial
indexing, to optimize comparison algorithms, and efficient extraction of nearest neighbours,
all fundamental elements for the proposed method. Indeed, relying on Octree for MEFI
provides many advantages as it ensures spatial consistency between all sources, allows
multi-scale approaches and quicken density computation (based on nearest neighbours).

In step two, for each point-cloud, data processing is initialized by a common Octree
computation. Then, a density geometric features is calculated based on the number of
neighbours with the LNR automatically given by CloudCompare from a statistical approach.
The computational cost is significantly reduced at the expense of computing the density
with a fixed LNR (for example the fOS), as clouds have very variable densities. The density
is directly stored in a scalar field, attributing each point a value representing the number
of neighbours within the LNR. At this point, a conditional statement is required to verify
the density distribution among the sources, if the value of the LNR is below the mOS the
raw point cloud is cleaned by a duplicated vertex removal function by giving the LNR
as the minimum distance between the points. On this cleaned point cloud, the density
computation is repeated and if the LNR still exceeds the mOS threshold, then the raw
point cloud is subsampled at the maximum depth of the Octree (in our case, the equivalent
to spatial subsampling with a 5 mm spacing between points). This point is important
because it could affect the scalar distribution, resulting in visualization issues. When the
optimized density is computed, the LNR value is stored in a scalar field as a constant.
Additionally, a multimodal score (see Figure 8b) is also stored as a constant scalar field, if
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the point cloud contains other sub-modalities. For example, a point cloud resulting from
a multi-band photogrammetric acquisition. In this case, the score is equal to the number
of sub-modalities performed (e.g., two for a combined acquisition for visible and infrared
wavelengths). This score is used in the next step to weight the computation. In fact, a
dual-band point cloud carries twice the information of a visible RGB one. Meanwhile, the
density previously computed only expresses a local neighbouring variation for a given
point-set and cannot be compared with another. A scale-consistent density (see scaled
density in Figure 8a) is calculated using arithmetic functions on scalar fields by dividing
the initial density by the LNR value stored in R. Finally, the point cloud is subsampled
according to the target unit set by fOS. At the end of this step, a list of homogeneously
subsampled PCDs are obtained, each one enriched with scale-consistent scalar-fields used
in the next data fusion step.

(a) Scaled density (purple to red divergent) (b) Multimodal score (discrete categorical)

(c) Combination of weights (a and b) (inferno) (d) Merged density (cool to warm)

Figure 8. Separated components used to compute MEFI (enhanced with custom colour maps).

In step three, all or a representative subset of point clouds (e.g., indoor, outdoor
or any area of interest) are merged into a single point cloud. The merging function in
CloudCompare preserves all 3D coordinates and automatically concatenates scalar fields
with the same label. This point cloud inherits from previously computed scalar fields
(density, R, multimodal score and scaled density, see Figure 8) and is enriched by an original
cloud index to recall which point-set was the source of each point. From this output a new
density is calculated (see merged density, in Figure 8d) based on the number of neighbours,
but this time with an LNR defined as equal to the fOS (4 cm in our case). As the sources
were subsampled at the same resolution and with a similar Octree grid, this returns the
number of points for each cell of the Octree and enables the number of overlapping point
clouds to be approximated at the cell level. Once equalized with the maximum feature
scaling, a clear indicator of data redundancy is provided and expressed on the [0; 255]
range. To complete the MEFI, two weights are added in the form of intensities (e.g., coded
between the [0; 1] range). The first weight is derived from the logarithmic function apply
to the scaled density scalar field. The second weight uses the root square of the multimodal
score scalar field (see Figure 8b). The logarithmic and the root square are used to attenuate
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the impact of outliers, particularly if the maximum of each component is too high according
to the mean or median value, tending to exponentially stretch the distribution of values. It
is even more problematic in the case (such as ours) where high-resolution data (high scaled
density value) are composed of multiple sub-modalities (top multimodal score) located in
the area surveyed several times (high merged density). The weights are combined with
simple arithmetic meaning (see Figure 8c). The MEFI is finally computed by multiplying
the equalized merged density with the combined weights. However, as the merged point
cloud has sparse density it results in a noisy visualization; therefore, the scalar field is
smoothed using bilateral filtering. The parametrization of the filter is straightforward,
giving the fOS as the spatial sigma and maximum of the MEFI as a scalar sigma. In order
to resolve 3D visualization issues, the enhanced point cloud is resampled to fit the fOS,
defined as suitable for analytical purposes.

5. Results and Discussions

The MEFI should not be considered as an end itself, but instead as a new starting
point for further investigation. In this case, it revealed what was known within our team
(validating somehow the method) unlike that this information was hidden, only available
verbally or textually, following a thorough reading of our mission reports. The MEFI
brought to light that we mostly worked on the west wall, with a strong focus on the
“Escrocs” scene next to the entrance and the “St. Pierre” iconographic scene situated on the
south wall (see Figure 9a). One can note the forgotten areas in the chorus, the surrounding
west entrances, and above the cornices (see Figure 9b). At this point, the index could be
easily used to highlight specific areas with simple filtering tools, as shown in Figure 10.
For visualization issues, the dataset was split corresponding to the inside and outside. The
outdoor acquisitions consisted of only five point-sets with reduced overlap, making the
MEFI less meaningful and interesting (see Figure 6). The main difficulty was found in
the management of the density deviation in the point cloud that diverged in scale and
resolution. As an indicator, the mean scaled density values varied between 229 for the less
dense and 5340 for the most dense, with a standard deviation of 3861. Even though the
MEFI acutely reveals where data are concentrated, it does not directly provide information
about the modality present for each point. Thus, we used the original cloud index scalar
field, computed during the fusion step, to match and retrieve information on the data
sources stored in the MEMoS description. Moreover, one can imagine more complex
requests linking hard and soft data to explore 3D datasets within innovative visualization
frameworks [15,39,51]. For example, one could filter the point cloud by technique and/or
actor or reveal a specific multimodal combination for a given date. The foundations of such
a prospective tool are outlined in the following subsections.

(a) South-est view (b) North-east view

Figure 9. Final point cloud enriched with MEFI.
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(a) (b)

Figure 10. Filtering on extreme low and high MEFI values to reveal multimodal discrepancies.
(a) Highlighted sparse and isolated areas (MEFI ≤ 40) from north-east view. (b) Highlighted dense
and redundant zones (MEFI ≥ 110) from south-west view.

5.1. A Custom Potree-Based Viewer

Nowadays, there are more and more ways to document reality-based 3D reconstruc-
tions by attaching metadata and/or paradata, whether through the use of description
standards [52–54] or dedicated platforms [55–58]. On the other hand, data can be published
to web pages using dedicated libraries [59–61]. Nonetheless, from a dissemination point of
view, the visualization of 3D point clouds and related information are still considered as
two distinct issues. Their union is generally considered through two systems, one including
a 3D viewer, the other a table or list of metadata.

Yet, in the case of multimodal CH reconstructions resulting from the fusion of many
sources, this is insufficient. Firstly, as previously discussed, the attributes qualifying
the overall point cloud (average density, average overlap, etc.) do not really enrich the
end-user’s understanding of the nature of the manipulated data, their origins, and their
specificities. Secondly, the use of multiple sources leads to sparse metadata and paradata
specific to each acquisition modality, which can therefore differ greatly from one another.
Thus, the relevant information for the user may be very variable depending on the areas of
interest of the final 3D point cloud. Thus, one must consider the additional information and
visualization issues from a very local point of view. Furthermore, some initiatives intend to
address the visualization of multi-layered data [14,39,62] (especially multi-spectral ones),
but so far, beyond the support of multiple textures, 3D web visualization libraries do not
really provide the possibility of exploiting the attributes resulting from these acquisition
processes and their richness.

Considering this, we wanted to develop a 3D web-viewer, due to the need for a dis-
semination solution allowing us to benefit from the MEFI as an additional texture without
losing the initial colours of the point cloud, but also to experiment ways of combining 3D
visualizations with local metadata/paradata visualizations. To do so, we used Potree.JS, a
free open-source library offering a WebGL-based renderer for large point clouds [59]. It
is based on the prior generation of an Octree, performed using PotreeConverter 1.7 [63].
From the input point cloud, PotreeConverter generates a binary file per node, as well as a
JSON-formatted file specifying the properties of the point cloud, in particular its attributes.
For the conversion, only the Euclidean coordinates of each point are required, but the
software still supports some optional attributes (e.g., normals or intensity).

To exploit the computed MEFI in the web-viewer, we first exported the point cloud in
the PLY format, storing, besides the classical columns (i.e., coordinates, colours, normals),
two additional custom attributes: the MEFI and an original cloud index, both given as
integers. To perform the conversion of the PLY file into an Octree, PotreeConverter starts
by reading the header to determine the properties of each point and their order. Then, for
each point, an instance of the Point class is created and fetches its Euclidean coordinates
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and properties – only the one supported by Potree’s WebGL renderer. At the end of the
Octree generation, the final files are written. As this process initially only covers some
common attributes, we had to make a slight modification to the library in the second step,
to preserve our custom MEFI and original cloud index attributes.

From this point, we were able to implement new functions into the web-viewer to
support these attributes and exploit them for visualization. The MEFI was mainly used
in the shader, to create a new gradient texture (see Figure 11a), which can, if necessary, be
combined with others in a Potree composite texture. The MEFI numerical value correspond-
ing to each point can be retrieved by the user with a point-picking tool. To query local
metadata, we implemented a tool based on ray casting, allowing the real-time retrieval of all
existing metadata and paradata concerning the hovered 3D point. Briefly, the principle is as
follows: if we know the original cloud index value of a 3D point, then we can know which
acquisition modality was used to generate it. It is then easy to query a JSON file containing
the appropriate metadata, whether it is a local file or a document from an NoSQL database,
to obtain the relevant information and display it directly in the viewer. In this way, the
end-user can access in real time all the characteristics of the point cloud, be it its geometric
and visual characteristics, a visual appreciation of the result of the multimodal fusion (the
MEFI gradient), or any additional information associated with the 3D coordinates. A tool
which operates in a relatively similar way also provides a count of the various modalities
encountered within a 10×10 pixel square area and the mean value of their MEFI scores (see
Figure 11b). We are currently working on a function that will use the original cloud index
value to filter regions of the point cloud by acquisition modality. For example, one can hide
all 3D points not generated from a photogrammetric acquisition in visible light. This kind
of function is already widely used when it comes to classification and does not present any
implementation issues.

(a) (b)

Figure 11. Screen captures of the experimental MEFI features integrated into the Potree-based viewer.
(a) MEMoS-based JSON associated with each 3D point; (b) multi-picking tool returning an overview
of the overlapping modalities.

5.2. Limits and Future Works

With all these experiments, we intend to minimize the ambiguities likely to affect the
interpretation and/or re-use of the data, in a context where 3D data is often manipulated
by numerous researchers of different disciplinary backgrounds who were not involved in
its acquisition or processing.

At the current and early stage of development, the MEFI shows promise with room for
improvement. Firstly, solutions will be explored to overcome the limits of the 3D-dependent
method. This will be investigated while trying to integrate other techniques, sensors and
related data available on the NDF digital data collection; not only technical photography,
RTI, hyperspectral imaging but also LIBS, XRF, sampling microscopy, thermographic
and acoustic measurements [62,64]. Currently, non-3D techniques have been indirectly
referenced, meaning that photogrammetric coverage has generally been made on the same
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documented area by another of the above-mentioned techniques. In these zones, the
multimodal score (see Figure 8b) is augmented within the closest related point cloud to
inform the user that multiple imaging modalities were performed. Of course the data are not
merged, but we could at least identify that those techniques were applied simultaneously
to the photogrammetric survey, which acts as an efficient pre-localization method. Despite
our efforts to minimize the computation side, some aberrations and artefacts are still
visible in the final index. To name a few, one could spot the reddish areas on the vaults
which do not correspond to a meaningful overlap of modalities but are a consequence of
insufficient cleaning of the source point clouds. Additionally, we could not remove the
zebra artefacts, mostly visible on the south and north walls or the vaults as a counter-effect
of the spatial subsampling steps. The computation itself could be improved by relying
on the Octree method, this time not only for the representation, but to generate and/or
modulate the index directly in the spatial grid instead of the point clouds. This resulted
from the choice to operate the first experiment on the GUI version of CloudCompare. The
next steps will aim to improve reproducibility by testing and adapting the MEFI on other
use-cases. Meanwhile, automation and generalization of the method will benefit from
Python bindings to exploit different packages (CloudCompPy, PyMeshLab, PCL, Open3D).
In this way, the MEFI 2.0 could, for example, gain in computational cost and efficiency
with prior overlap estimation based on oriented bounding boxes [65] and subsequent
robust IoU estimation [66]. In addition, during the development, using more weights
(e.g., qualitative metrics) could lead the MEFI towards an MoP tool. In a more prospective
vision, this could overcharge and complicate the data for which the 3D file format would
become inefficient, hence encapsulating it into a free-form and machine-learning friendly
format using the HDF5 protocol. File format issues have already been encountered during
this study, as the initial solution for semantic labelling was based on LAS classification.
However, because of the inadequacy of the Q-Layer plugin in CloudCompare and some
restrictions on the viewer side, custom attributes in the PLY format was preferred as a
proof of concept. Ultimately, the soft and hard data represented in this study with 2D
MEMoS-based visualization and 3D MEFI-based interaction, respectively, aim to be unified
in a single framework. To this end, the conventional 3D visualization experience will be
enhanced with semantic overlays.

Finally, the MEFI does not pretend to be a multi-feature index, as it is based on a
single simple and highly understandable feature, easily accessible through open-source
libraries. Relying on a widely diffuse and well-described feature, rather than sophisticated
and supposedly more powerful, yet opaque solutions is a strong and assertive decision.
Indeed, the MEFI could inherit multi-feature fusion benefits [67], but this point is left for
possible future works and is out of the scope of this article. Following the idea that reducing
the entanglement paradigms of data and representation is the most efficient human-driven
approach to understand them [68], the question here has more epistemological aspects
to better apprehend the nature of the manipulated data [69] rather than strictly techno-
logical prospects. That being said, we would like to state a disclaimer of non-interest in
current ML/DL approaches, despite their contributions to data/information/sensor fusion
issues [70]. They are challenging and thrilling methods but with a well-known inability to
manage heterogeneous data, and are therefore excluded from this study. At the current
stage of development, the MEFI is enabled to perform data integration from 3D point
cloud representations. However, the integration of meshed surfaces based on their vertices
is possible; however, this will require some adaptations on both the computational and
visualization sides. As an example, it is not meant to natively digest raster or vector data,
but we can rely on other powerful tools to spatialize and propagate attributes between 3D
geometries and 2D resources, i.e., AIOLI [40]. Indeed, nothing prevents us from importing
3D regions from the annotation process before MEFI computation or to base the annotation
on an MEFI-enriched point-set. This would be, in our sense, the most efficient way to
integrate miscellaneous semantic information (e.g., humidity, temperature, colorimetry,
materials, degradation etc.) at the purpose level. Another more sophisticated way, if data
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fusion ever appeared to be meaningful, would be to convert or bridge the MEFI with
voxel-based methods, on which it is still possible to grasp semantic segmentation [71].
Based on recent work [72], we could also have the ability to work semantic label transfer
between real-based modelling (i.e., enriched point cloud) and parametric-based modelling
(i.e., H-BIM).

6. Conclusions

In this work, we presented a computational method providing an MEFI to 3D point
clouds. We have developed a methodology to synthesize into a single point cloud a complex
dataset obtained through multimodal 3D surveys. Their main issue of sparse resolutions
and accuracies has been tackled by an Octree spatial grouping approach. This method can
improve our understanding and therefore the interpretation of multi-source 3D models for
CH-oriented studies. From a list of overlapping and registered point clouds, the proposed
method returns, with reasonable and efficient computational cost, a density-based fusion
index directly stored in point cloud attributes, easily readable by any 3D viewers. Combined
with data-fitted colour maps, it acts similarly to a 3D heatmap to reveal the spatial variation
between sparse and isolated or dense and redundant data, unveiling the multimodal
digitization strategy deployed on heritage sites or objects. These first MEFI results show
interesting aptitudes to managing multi-modal datasets, i.e., with simultaneous spatio-
temporal layers. Interestingly, it is also robust to multi-resolution and multi-scale data
thanks to the support of Octree spatial gridding. In this work, we also presented a lead for
the data integration of semantic layers based on a descriptive capture metadata schema and
CIDOC-CRM compliant format MEMoS [4], consequently contributing to improving data
provenance in CH multimodal practices. In order to demonstrate the potential added-value
to data analysis and interpretative prospects, a customized Potree viewer was developed
to enhance the quantitative MEFI 3D features with qualitative and semantically enriched
attributes. In conclusion, we hope that this work will contribute to CH-oriented studies
towards intermodality (i.e., the passing and sharing information between several modality)
and more prospectively to the upcoming leads and challenges in “hypermodality” (i.e., the
interaction between cross-correlated complex geometric and semantic features).
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DCH Digital cultural heritage
CH Cultural heritage
MEFI Multimodal enhancement fusion index
ICP Iterative closest points
DoC Degree of confidence
MoP Measure of performance
MEMoS Metadata-enriched multimodal documentation system
C2C Cloud to cloud
C2M Cloud to mesh
M3C2 Linear dichroism
H-BIM Heritage building information modelling
IFC Industry foundation classes
RMS Root mean square
LNR Local neighbouring radius
PCD Point cloud data
GUI Graphical user interface
CLI Command line interface
PLY Polygon file format
NDF Notre Dame des Fontaines
RTI Reflectance transformation imaging
LIBS Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy
XRF X-ray fluorescence
PCL Point cloud library
IoU Intersection or union
HDF5 Hierarchical data format version 5

Appendix A

Algorithm A1: Pseudocode of Multimodal Enhancement Fusion Index compu-
tational method

Data: List of N registered and overlaping Point Cloud Data (PCD)
Result: Single PCD enhanced with Multimodal Fusion Index

STEP ONE/Defining variables
Set minimal ObservationScale (e.g., 5 mm) : min OS← 0.005;
min OS = min CellSize in max OctreeLevel (21);

final ObservationScale (fOS) is defined by 21− n OctreeSubDivisionLevel;
If n = 3 : OctreeSubDivisionLevel = 18 then f OS = 0.04 (=4 cm)

STEP TWO/Preparing each source data for fusion
for each cloud in raw PCD list do

Compute Octree with fixed min CellSize;
Compute Density where (D) = GeometricFeature.Density.NumberOfNeighbors
with automatic Local Neighborhood Radius value (LNR = R);

if R is lower than min OS then
Remove Duplicated Point with R as minimum sample;

else
if R is still lower than min OS then

Subsample PCD at MaxOctreeLevel [21] : min OS = 0.005 (5 mm);
end

end
Add Constant Scalar Field named “R” with constant value of R;
Add Constant Scalar Field named “Multimodal Score” with ModalityLayers

value store in json (or set default value to 1);
Compute Scaled Density (SD) with ScalarField.Arithmetic where SD = D/R;
Subsample PCD at 21− n MaxOctreeLevel : 18← 0.04 = CellSize (4 cm)

end
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Algorithm A1: Cont.

STEP THREE/Computing point cloud fusion enhanced with multimodal index
Merge subsampled PCD;
Compute Merged Density where (MD) =

GeometricFeature.Density.NumberOfNeighbors with R = Analysis CellSize;
Equalize Merged Density (EMD) with ScalarField.Arithmetic where

EMD = MD·255
max MD ;

Compute Weights with;

W1 =
log ScaledDensity

1 ;

W2 =
√

MultimodalScore
1 ;

Combine WeightsIntensities with arithmetic mean;
W = W1+W2+···+Wn

n ;
Compute Multimodal Enhancement Fusion Index (MEFI) with

ScalarField.Arithmetic MEFI = EMD ·W;
ApplyScalarField.BilateralFilter with Spatialσ = R and Scalarσ = max MEFI;
Equalize MEFI with ScalarField.Arithmetic MEFI = MEFI·255

max MEFI ;
Resample enhancedPCD at 21− n MaxOctreeLevel : 18← 0.04 = CellSize
(fOS = 4 cm)
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